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LIBRARIES A N D INSTITUTIONS
Library of Congress Hosts Meeting to Plan Conference on Korea
The Library of Congress was host to an international planning meeting on "Korean Studies
and Culture and the Role of Libraries and Librarians" on January 16 and 17. Funded under
a $1 million grant given to the Library in November 1990 by the International Cultural
Society of Korea (now renamed the Korea Foundation), the meeting brought together
scholars and librarians from Korea and the United States to plan a major conference in the
fall of 1992 in Washington, D.C.
That conference, tentatively titled "Enhancing Korean Studies: Libraries and Scholarship,"
will be cosponsored by the Library and the Korea Foundation. It will bring together more
than twenty-four specialists from South Korea and the United States to design action plans
to improve libraries, communications, data retrieval, and scholarship on Korea. The meeting
will be held at the Library October 8 through 10.
Long overshadowed by the Chinese and Japanese studies and library collections, Korean
studies and library holdings have become of increasing worldwide interest as the status of
South Korea has grown internationally and as scholarship has revealed the unique and
inherent importance of the Korean cultural and scholarly tradition.
The meeting mentioned the growing clientele for Korean studies, which includes the specialist
scholars and librarians, those in undergraduate liberal arts programs at universities and in
professional schools, the general public—including the growing numbers of Korean-Americans,
who now number some one million—and secondary school teachers. There are now nine
major Korean collections in the United States.
Attending the meeting from South Korea were Joo-bong Kim, director of the National
Assembly Library; Ko Hong Park, president of the Korea Library Association; and Hyun-Jik
Kim of the Korea Foundation. The United States was represented by several eminent
scholars in Korean studies, including Professors Chong-Sik Lee of the University of
Pennsylvania, Dae-Sook Suh of the University of Hawaii, Gari Ledyard of Columbia
University, Yong-Key Kim Renaud of George Washington University, and Donald S.
Macdonald and David I. Steinberg of Georgetown University.
Other representatives of Korean collections were Yoon Whan Choe of the University of
Washington, Seattle, and Choong Nam Yoon of the Harvard-Yenching Library at Harvard
University.
Other guests included John Merrill of the State Department, Kathryn Gunning and Richard
Huckaby of the United States Information Agency, and Craig Garby of the Wilson Center
of the Smithsonian Institution.
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The Library of Congress delegation was led by Key P. Yang, head of the Korean Section,
and included Choo U n Chang and Sung Yoon Cho. Rinn-Sup Shinn represented the
Congressional Research Service.
(Adapted from the Library of Congress Information Bulletin 51, no. 4 (February 24, 1992):
72.)

Grants and Gifts Awarded to the University of California. Irvine. East Asian Collection
The University of California, Irvine (UCI), East Asian Collection has recently received two
grants from Japanese sources. For the second consecutive year, the Japan Foundation has
approved a two million yen (US$16,000) grant to support the Library's Japanese acquisitions
program. With the assistance of the Irvine-based Toshiba America Electronic Components,
a $10,000 grant has been provided by Toshiba International, Tokyo, to aid in the Library's
collection development efforts.
The original grant proposals included "wish lists" of materials needed to support UCI's
growing program in Japanese language and literature. The grants are set in such a way that
the funding organizations will simply supply the requested books without cash transactions
or complicated accounting procedures. In light of the high cost of Japanese materials, we
are extremely grateful to the Japan Foundation and Toshiba International for their support.
Mrs. Helen Yeh of Laguna Niguel, widow of the late Chinese engineer, Horace Yeh (19221991), who donated some 1,500 volumes of western-language publications on Chinese studies
in 1989, has shown her continuing support for the UCI Library program by contributing a
collection of Chinese art works. Consisting of 11 titles in 150 traditional stitched bound
volumes, the collection contains major collected works of the most famous calligraphers and
painters in Chinese history. It also includes standard model and text books on fine art
compiled and published under the imperial auspices of the Ch'ing dynasty (1644-1912).
Published between 1709 and 1931, most of the books are Ch'ing dynasty woodblock editions.
There are only a few titles produced in modern lithograph techniques. Many scholars and
librarians agree that 1795 constitutes the cut off point for defining and determining the rarity
of a Chinese book. The UCI Library can now claim to hold rare Chinese books because
two of the titles in the Yeh collection, P'ei wen chai shu hui p'u (Calligraphy and painting
catalog of P'ei Wen Studio) and CWin ting San hsi fang fa t'ieh (Calligraphy collection of
San Hsi Studio), were published in 1709 and 1747 respectively.
The Yeh family of Beijing, China owned this collection for almost a century. In the midst
of the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), the Chinese government confiscated all rare books
from private collectors throughout the country. The Yeh Collection was no exception. Since
the late 1970s, however, China has changed its policy and returned the confiscated properties
to their original owners. When Mr. Yeh visited China in early 1980, his relatives in Beijing
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gave the collection to him so it would have a safe place in the United States. W e are very
pleased that Mrs. Yeh has chosen the UCI Library as the home for this valuable collection.
(William Sheh Wong)
Draft International Universal Character Set Standard Approved
Updating her presentation on East Asian character code standards that Karen SmithYoshimura gave at the C E A L Subcommittee on Library Technology in April, she reports
that the merger of Unicode and the draft international standard for a "universal multi-octet
character set ( I S O / I E C Dis 10646-1.2) has been approved by the International Standard
Organization (ISO). The draft international standard includes a large "unified Han" character
repertoire, even larger than that in the American National Standard, East Asian Character
Code Set for Bibliographic Use.
The results of the official ballot were:
nine members voted YES without com
ments-Australia, Brazil, Finland, France, Hungary, Ireland, Russia, Sweden, and Switzerland;
fifteen voted YES with comments—Austria, Belgium, Canada, China, Czechoslovakia, Egypt,
Germany, Israel, Italy, Korea, Netherlands, Norway, USA, Vietnam and Yugoslavia; six voted
NO—Denmark, Japan, Poland, Tunisia, Turkey, and the UK. Two members abstained—India
and Rumania.
Ms. Smith-Yoshimura was part of the US delegation that went to Seoul for the ISO meeting
from June 29 to July 3 to reconcile ballot comments and prepare the Draft International
Standard for publication as International Standard.
(Adapted from an EASTLIB message from Karen Smith-Yoshimura, June 9, 1992.)
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